ABOUT ILULA

Ilula is a toolbox, training, and manual that aims to change the way we design workshops, meetings, and spaces. Ilula equips you with the skills, knowledge and tools you need to create real collaboration and meaningful learning experiences that inspire and excite participants. Our goal is to contribute to a world where all people have access to high-quality collaboration and learning formats that enable them to reach their full potential.

Ilula was founded by Engage South Africa and step into action global - by facilitators for facilitators.

YOUR INVITATION

We would like to invite you to participate in our new and first ilula training in Switzerland. The training is offered in German and English and consists of a basic module and an optional advanced module with selectable focus on the aspect PROCESS or PEOPLE.

We offer our first training in Switzerland at a reduced price. The price includes the training days and the manual. The toolbox can be pre-ordered if you are interested in the training.

THE TOOLBOX

Ilula’s Toolbox – a real, physical box! – provides you with simple tools that you can flexibly adapt to your needs to create impactful and interactive workshops, meetings, and learning experiences. The Toolbox will be available in 2024.

THE TRAINING

Experience hands-on training in designing, planning and leading workshops and other formats that focus on participants with the Modular Facilitation Training. Gain expertise and try out different approaches in the areas of PROCESSES, PEOPLE, SPACE and YOU AS A FACILITATOR.

THE MANUAL

The Ilula manual improves your understanding of facilitation in general and helps you to apply the tools of the toolbox and develop evidence-based facilitation approaches.

Be part of our new ilula training!

• When? Basic module: 29.09.2023, 09:00AM - 05:00PM ; Add-On module: 06.10.2023, 09:00AM - 03:00PM
• Where? Kulturpark Zurich, Pfingstweidstrasse 16, 8005 Zurich
• Price? Private companies: 300CHF (basic); 200CHF (advanced), Non-Profits and individuals: 200CHF (basic), 150CHF (advanced)
• Registration: under this form
• For questions contact Jennifer directly: jennifer@step-into-action.org